Remember that there are **TWO** parts to MLA citations: in text citations and a works cited page. Both are required for academic writing and avoiding plagiarism.

**IN TEXT CITATIONS – For Websites**

If you use a website source and mention the author in your sentence:  *no parenthetical citation needed*

**EXAMPLE:** As Gottesman asserts, weaving, one of the first forms of human technology, has become a more popular art form in the last century.

If you use a website source and do not mention the author in your sentence:  *(author last name)*

**EXAMPLE:** Textile art has become very popular and undergone a renaissance in recent years (Gottesman).

If you use multiple website sources in one sentence and do not mention the authors:  *(author last name; author last name)*

**EXAMPLE:** Several believe that Armory Week gives people the chance to see New York’s best gallery and museum exhibitions. (Lesser; Kim)

If you use multiple website sources by the same author in one sentence and mention the author:  *("title"; "title")*

**EXAMPLE:** As Lesser asserts, NADA opened earlier this year to run alongside the Armory Show ("15 Must-See Works at NADA New York"; "The Stories Behind 5 of The Armory Show’s Largest Artworks").

If you quote a website source directly: mention author in your sentence **OR** (author last name)

**EXAMPLE:** Gottesman states that "feminist artists like Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro challenged the distinction between textiles and fine art, embracing techniques that were traditionally relegated to the realm of ‘women’s crafts,’ such as sewing and quilting".

If you use a source with no author:  *("title")*

**EXAMPLE:** Jean-Michel Basquiat “drew his subjects from his own Caribbean heritage” (“Jean-Michel Basquiat”).
IN TEXT CITATIONS – For Books and Articles (online + print)

If you use a source and mention the author in your sentence: *(page #)*

EXAMPLE: As Aukstakalnis asserts, virtual reality is a term that is very hard to define for a few reasons (8).

If you use a source and do not mention the author in your sentence: *(author last name page #)*

EXAMPLE: Virtual reality is a term that is very hard to define for a few reasons (Aukstakalnis 8).

If you use multiple sources in one sentence and do not mention the authors: *(author last name page #; author last name page #)*

EXAMPLE: Several authors believe that the term "augmented reality" was created by Tom Caudell (Caudell 659; Aukstakalnis 2).

If you use multiple sources by the same author in one sentence and mention the author: *("title" page #; "title" page #)*

EXAMPLE: As Aukstakalnis asserts, virtual reality is imperative for augmented reality experiences ("Practical Augmented Reality" 8; "Silicon Mirage" 5).

If you quote a source directly: must mention author in your sentence *(page #) OR (author last name page #)*

EXAMPLE: Aukstakalnis states that "the concept of virtual space is confusing given the widespread hype, new age philosophical musings, and creative use of terminology" (13).

OR

EXAMPLE: It could be said that "the concept of virtual space is confusing given the widespread hype, new age philosophical musings, and creative use of terminology" (Aukstakalnis 13).

If you use a source with no author: *("title" page #)*

EXAMPLE: Newspaper reports of the time described the event as “the most horrifying catastrophe ever to strike the people of London” (“Historic Disasters” 51).

If you use a source with no page #: *(author last name)*

EXAMPLE: After the revolution, architecture was used in Soviet Russia to reinforce the Soviet identity across the USSR (Landes).
WORKS CITED CITATIONS
Remember: MLA bibliography citations include double spacing and a hanging indent.

Websites

How to order your information:
Editor, author, or compiler name (if available). Name of Site. Version number, Name of institution/organization affiliated with the site (sponsor or publisher), date of resource creation (if available), URL, DOI or permalink. Date of access (if applicable).

Website


A Page on a Website


A Page on a Website – no author, no date


A YouTube Video


E-Mail (including E-mail Interviews)


An Image (Including a Painting, Sculpture, or Photograph)

WORKS CITED CITATIONS
Remember: MLA bibliography citations include double spacing and a hanging indent.

BOOKS

How to order your information:
Name of author or editor or compiler (last, first). *Title of work.* City of publication: Name of publisher, Year of publication.

Book with a single author


Book with two or more authors


Book with anonymous author

**EXAMPLE:** *Go Ask Alice.* London: Mandarin, 1991.

Book Anthology


Book Encyclopedia
Remember: Include the edition and # of volumes.

WORKS CITED CITATIONS
Remember: MLA bibliography citations include double spacing and a hanging indent.

ARTICLES

How to order your information: *please note many of our library databases include works cited citations for articles
Name of author (last, first). “Title of work”. Name of periodical [the area the periodical serves] Volume #. Issue # Date of publication: page #’s. Title of database the article came from (if applicable), URL or DOI of article.

Online Article from a Database – Newspaper


Online Article from a Database – Newspaper no author


Online Article from a Database – Magazine


Online Article from a Database – Scholarly Journal